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1 day 2 day 3 day 4 day 5 day 6 day 7 day 

Arrival Classic tour of 
Milan 

San Siro 
Stadium 
Museum 

Food Tour 
Experience 

Fashion day 
experience 

Alfa Romeo 
Museum 

departure 

Lunch in hotel Lunch  
Time at 
leisure 

Lunch at 
stadium  
Casa Milan 
Museum 

Food Tour 
Experience 
Time at 
leisure 

Lunch and 
Fashion day 
experience 

Stunning 
Como Lake  
Lunch in 
Como 

Dinner 
experience in 
Milan 

Dinner 
experience in 
Milan 

Dinner 
experience in 
Milan 

Dinner 
experience in 
Milan 

Dinner 
experience 
Chineese 
restaurant in 
Milan 

Dinner in 
Como 
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What to buy 
Fashion 

Not to be missed 
Vintage tram Tour of Milan 
with the private visit to the 
Last Supper of Leonardo da 
Vinci and the aperitif 

!  Last Supper (Cenacolo Vinciano) 

!  the Sforzesco Castle and Sculpture  Museum with 

    Michelangelo’s Pieta 

!  the Duomo Cathedral (and rooftop) 

!  La Scala Opera House 

!  Palazzo Reale 

!  Museo del Novecento 

!  Undiscovered courtyards of Milan 

!  The Museo Nazionale della Scienza e della 
Technologia Leonardo da Vinci 

MILAN’s Gems 

Discovering Milan’s 
masterpieces 
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What’s not included 

•  travel & trip insurance 
•  personal extras 
•  gratuities 
•  city tax/person per day  
•  flights to/from Italy 



Classic Milan Tour 
www.italycreative.it 

Through the explaination of a skilled guide you will discover: 
•  the Sforza Castle (Castello Sforzesco), ancient residence of 

the Milan Duchy (Ducato di Milano) 
•  the Merchants Square (Piazza Mercanti), the heart of the 

medieval city with the House of Common, the Broletto, 
dated back to the 13th century; the “Duomo”, the most 
important symbol of Milan 

•  the Galleria Vittorio Emanuele II, a wonderful glass vaulted 
arcade built is 19th century reach of fashion shops and 
cafés; 

•  Piazza della Scala, with the homonymous theatre restored 
few years ago and its museum rich of mementos from the 
opera house. 

This tour doesn’t include the entrance ticket for the Sforza 
Castle and the Scala Museum, the ticket is to be paid to the 
guide. 
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San Siro Stadium  
Milan & Inter 
Soccer Teams 
San Siro Museum, the first Italian museum inside a Stadium, tells the story 
of F.c Inter and A.c. Milan through a collection of unique memorabilia: 
authentic shirts, trophies, football shoes and art objects that have 
entered into the legend of soccer, but especially in the generation fans’ 
heart. 

Discover the legendary stadium Giuseppe Meazza in San Siro and 
realize the dream of crossing the same areas trampled by the greatest 
champions in the history of Football. 
Supported by our specialized staff, you can retrace the real route of the 
football players, passing from the mixed zone to the locker rooms of 
both teams; subsequently you’ll pass through the famous tunnel 
entrance to the field, at the end of which you’ll get the most exciting 
and magical view of the “Scala del Calcio”. 

Visit of Casa Milan, an experience that allows you to live the emotions of 
AC Milan's 115 years of history, a unique mix of success. 
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Milan Food by  
Food Specialist www.italycreative.it 

A holiday in Milan is incomplete without sampling the 
mouth-watering cuisine it has to offer. 
The ideal way to accomplish this is the expansive, 3-hour 
Food Tour of Brera, and Duomo area, which is the oldest 
neighborhood in Milan, steeped in history and quaint old 
world charm! A guide will take you to six different places 
so you can taste the most delicious and scrumptious 
food as you learn fascinating trivia and historical facts 
about food in Milan, including that of the Brera area and 
how it has evolved. Our Food Tour is a perfect 
combination of a small-group guided tour and authentic 
local food tasting through one of Milan's most 
enchanting areas  
Included: Private service, tour guide, earphones to listen 
easily the guided tour, visit the Brera district, visit the 
Duomo (cathedral interior) and 6 tasting stops 
(panzerotto, aperitif, tasting of Italian cold cuts with beer 
tasting, Milanese risotto, pastry Italian, ice cream) 
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Milan offers some exceptional 
restaurants that are culinary 
destinations in their own right. 
While dining among Milan’s 
elegant locals, don’t be surprised 
if you see celebrities.  

The Italy’s fashion capital offers 
an unique taste of the classic 
risotto, perfect pastries, and 
Michelin-starred haute cuisine. 

Top restaurants 



Milano Fashion Tour www.italycreative.it 

Passion for fashion, it has no age. A special deal for people eager to experience the 
best of Milan fashion world with the Milano Fashion Tour. 

A classy stroll in the street of the proverbial Fashion District, the Quadrilatero della 
Moda, if you want to say it as a true milanese. Your eyes will be filled with beauty: 
after all the art and the natural beauty the streets of the Capital of fashion have 
already unveiled for your curiosity pleasure, here there is the unique wit of the 
designers and their marvelous shopping windows, a modern gem the world world 
looks up to when we think about class, and style and the future of elegance. 
You have to cruise the city like a true local, and with us you can be sure you will do it. 
A hop on a tram on the historical centre line, the one that still sports trams with the 
roaring twenties interiors or the gentle Fifties ones. Urban beauty overload promised! It 
is also a good occasion to take a look at the milanesi’s street style and get inspired 
by their hugely admired understated elegance in every situation. 
The tour finishes by browsing the chic Corso Como – make sure to take a look around, 
you can easily spot some celebrity here – we will escort you and your group of friends 
in the atelier of one of our fashion enfant prodige. 
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FASHION DESIGNER  
STUDIO 

www.italycreative.it 
LEARN FASHION SECRETS WITH A PRO 
BE PART OF A SUPERIOR EXPERIENCE IN A DESIGNER FASHION 
LAB 

One of the most exclusive tours of Milan’s fashion 
headquarters enriched by a direct knowledge of the Italian 
fashion system, but in order to put your hands on the very 
raw materials that constitute the core of Made in Italy, this 
Fashion Workshop Tour is by no means an exclusive occasion 
to learn more about Italian fashion.  
The beauty and the emotion of a first hand touch of the 
prestigious fabrics that make up the Italian excellence is 
something our audience will remember and cherish once 
back at their homes. The thrilling feeling of entering a real 
Italian tailor atelier, to hear in first person the tales coming 
from a talented artisan who has worked for the most famous 
Maisons, the possibility to  experiment side by side such an 
artistry, is exactly what makes the Fashion Workshop Tour 
such a treat for people worldwide. 
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Alfa Romeo Museum www.italycreative.it 
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MYTH AND FUTURE. IN A UNIQUE PLACE 

The Alfa Romeo Museum is opened to public with a refined arrangement that reflects 
Alfa Romeo's distinctive DNA. Six floors of history binding past, present and future and 
complimenting the achievements of an extraordinary brand, its vehicles, its technology 
and style. 

At the end of the museum itinerary, this is an 
area where you can live the “Alfa Romeo 
experience” with multimedia technology. 
Starting from 5 posts equipped with a virtual 
reality viewer where you get a 360o degree 
view of the Test Track in Balocco on board a 
4C.  
After the simulators, you reach the 4D Cinema 
room where you can sit on interactive seats 
and watch a succession of films dedicated to 
Alfa’s legendary successes. 



Stunning Como lake 
Discover Lake Como in Italy's beautiful Lake District, just a 
short distance from Milan.  

Day trip to Lake Como from Milan  

!  Guided walking tour of Como  

!  Lake Como panoramic cruise 

!  Stunning scenery featuring lakeside villas and gardens  

Como lake is the third largest lake in Europe and is 
surrounded by stunning alpine scenery and beautiful 
villages famed for their high quality silk production. On 
your cruise, admire the lakeside villas and keep an eye out 
for Villa d'Este at Cernobbio, a luxurious hotel set in tropical 
gardens. The mild Mediterranean climate ensures an 
abundance of exotic and rare plants thrive year round. In 
the afternoon, return to beautiful Como to enjoy a guided 
walking tour.  

www.italycreative.it 
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© Copyright 
www.italycreative.it 

Conditions of proposal submission 

Italy Creative has invested significant time, knowledge, and resources into developing the information 
included in this proposal. All of our proposals are tailor-made, and we therefore consider these 
materials to constitute confidential trade information on loan to you with the understanding and 
acceptance of the proprietary nature of the proposal. It is our belief that the ideas in this proposal are 
unique and that they represent concepts and services that are essential to our business success. 

This proposal has been prepared and submitted to you at your request on a strictly confidential basis. 
All the information and ideas contained in this proposal are confidential to Italy Creative. 

You are entitled to use this presentation/proposal only as sales support exclusively for our travel project 
as detailed in the above/enclosed material.  

Any other use or exploitation, total or partial,  of the materials or ideas contained in this document, 
including the storage, reproduction, editing, distribution, or dissemination of the contents by any 
means or process whatsoever (technology platform, support, computer network, hard copy), without 
the prior written consent of Italy Creative may result in legal action against those parties in breach of 
the confidentiality in which this proposal has been prepared, written, and submitted. 

This proposal is copyrighted.  
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Keep in touch 

+39 389 171 9221 

marketing@italycreative.it 

+39 392 655 9545 

italycreative 

20020 Lainate | Milano | Italy 

w w w . i t a l y c r e a t i v e . i t  

daniela.bianco@italycreative.it 
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